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Archaeology 
 
Trade in Byzantium: Papers From the Third International Sevgi Gonul 
Byzantine Studies Symposium / (Ed) Paul Magdalino & Nevra Necipoglu 
with assistance of Ivana Jevtic 
Istanbul: Koc University Research Center for Anatolian Civilizations 
(ANAMED), 2016 
xxiv, 524p. ; 19,5x25cm. 
Includes Index 
Turkish, English & French Text 
9786059388054 

1. Byzantine Empire – Commerce-Congresses 
2. Byzantine Empire – Commerce – History – Congresses 
3. Byzantine Empire – Economic Conditions-Congresses 
4. Byzantine Empire – History – Congresses. 

$ 90.00 / PB 
1360gm 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=617589 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Spoila Reincarnated: Afterlives of Objects, Materials and Spaces in Anatolia 
from Antiquity to the Ottoman Era / (Eds) Ivana Jevtic & Suzan Yalman 
Istanbul: Koc University Research Center for Anatolian Civilizations 
(ANAMED), 2018 
xiv, 374p.; 19,5x25cm. 
Includes Index 
97860521116142 

1. Turkey – Antiquities 
2. Excavations (Archaeology) – Turkey 
3. Material culture-Turkey – History – To 1500. 
4. Buildings – Repair and reconstruction – Turkey 
5. Church buildings – Reconstruction 
6. Church maintenance and repair 
7. Architecture – Conservation and restoration. 

$ 85.00 / PB 
1290gm. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=619258 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
History 
Ottoman Chrysochou (Mid-19th Century) / (Ed) Evangelia Balta 
Libra Kitap: 303 – History: 285 
Istanbul: Libra Kitapcilik ve Yayincilik Ticaret A.S., 2019 
liv, 490p. 
Includes Index; Bibliography 
9786057884053 
$ 100.00 / HB 
1480gm. 
 
This volume presents the thirteen 19th-century fiscal censuses of the district 
of Hrisofi (Chrysochou) on the north-western side of Cyprus and joins the 
other two editions containing the censuses of the neighbouring kazas of 
Kouklia and Paphos released in 2015 and 2016 respectively. It covers the 
period from 1825 to 1848. The sources, although concerning taxation, trace 
the demographic and social status of the population in the mid-19th century, 
providing opportunities for further comparisons with sources of this type, 
both older and newer. Research fields can therefore be extended to other 
periods too, and can be directed at exploring issues that explain conversions 
to Islam, population movements, etc. The fiscal registers we examined reveal 
the picture that emerges from official administrative data of the Ottoman 
Empire, a picture that is no different from that described by Western 
travellers who visited the island, inspired by an interest in its glorious past in 
antiquity. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624365	
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Saints, Places, and National Imagination: Historical Anthropology of 
Religious Life in the Balkans / Galia Valtchinova 
Istanbul: The Isis Press, 2019 
274p. 
English & Turkey Text 
9789754286236 
Analecta Isisiana CXLVI 
$ 35.00 / PB 
444gm. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624366	
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Proceedings of the International Symposium on the History of Islamic 
Civilization in Eastern Africa: September 2013, Zanzibar / (Ed) Halit Eren ; 
prepared for publication by Sadik Unay (et al.) 
Istanbul: Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture, 2018 
1v. 
Includes Bibliographical references 
English & Arabic Text 
Sources and studies on the history of Islamic civilization No. 37 
9789290633426 

1. Islamic civilization – Africa, Eastern – Congresses. 
$ 100.00 / HB 
688gm. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624367	
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Proceedings of the Second International Congress on Islamic Civilisation in 
Southern Africa: March 2016, Durban / (Ed) Halit Eren ; prepared for 
publication by Sadik Unay, Samet Yalcin & Anas Harb 
Istanbul: Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture, 2019 
224p.; ill.; 24cm. 
Includes Bibliographical references 
Sources and studies on the history of Islamic civilization No. 38 
9789290633488 

1. Civilization, Islamic – Africa, Southern – Congresses. 
$ 100.00 / HB 
560gm. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624368	
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The Ottoman Empire and Its Neighbours IId : Ottoman Diplomatic 
Documents on Relations With Montenegro, Part IV, 1909-1912 / (Ed) Sinan 
Kuneralp 
Istanbul: The Isis Press, 2019 
532p. 
Includes Index 
9789754285222; 9789754286182 
$ 70.00 / PB 
836gm. 
 
Centre D’Histoire Diplomatique Ottomane = Center for Ottoman Diplomatic 
History 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624369	
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nationalist Schism in the Empire: Tanzimat Reforms and the Establishment 
of the Bulgarian Exarchate / Umit Eser 
Libra Kitap: 321 – History: 300 
Istanbul: Libra Kitapcilik ve Yayincilik Ticaret A.S., 2019 
232p. 
Includes Index; Bibliography 
9786057884213 
$ 60.00 / PB 
254p. 
 
As a period of radical transformation for both Ottoman state and society, the 
19th century witnessed the restructuring of the Ottoman millet system and the 
multiplication of the millets. The Reform Decree of 1856 and the resultant 
reforms brought the reorganization of the millets in the Ottoman Empire and 
the political fragmentation of the millet-i Rum along ethnic lines in the 1870s. 
The Rum/Greek Orthodox millet had already been buffeted about by several 
external political developments, such as the establishment of the Greek 
kingdom in 1830, the formulation of the expansionist policies of Greek 
nationalism, i. e. , Megali Idea (the Great Idea) in 1844, and the recognition 
of the autonomy of the Church of Greece in 1850. Nevertheless, foundation 
of the Bulgarian Exarchate would constitute the most severe blow to the unity 
and existence of the notion of ‘millet-i Rum’ (Greek Orthodox millet) and 
lead to the cleavages within the Orthodox communities in the Balkan 
provinces of the Empire. At long last, the ties within the millet-i Rum would 
be replaced by national belongings created by new nation-states of Greece 
and Bulgaria. Establishment of the Bulgarian Exarchate marked the non-
uttered but foreboded end of the ecumenical character of the Orthodoxy, the 
main element of the identity of Christians in the Ottoman Balkans.  
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624370	
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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American Foreign Missions to the Ottoman Empire: The Education of 
Armenian Women and Girls / Sarah Zeynep Guven 
Libra Kitap: 318 – History: 298 
Istanbul: Libra Kitapcilik ve Yayincilik Ticaret A.S., 2019 
148p. 
Includes Index ; Bibliography 
9786057884237 
$ 50.00 / PB 
168gm. 
 
The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) was 
one of the first establishments to introduce a Western-style educational 
system to the peoples of the Ottoman Empire. This thesis is an examination of 
the emergence of interest in foreign missions among American women in 
particular, and the latter’s contribution to missionary activities. It seeks to 
determine how and why educational facilities for Armenian females were 
established and their social and religious impact, largely from the perspective 
of the missionaries themselves. It looks at how contact with Armenians 
prompted adjustments in missionary approaches and policies towards 
educational missions. The notion of educated Christian womanhood entailed 
the championing of female education and a re-imaging of the role of women 
as wives and mothers. The promotion of female education facilitated new 
opportunities for Armenian women via teaching and evangelism. The central 
argument of this thesis is that American missionary activity significantly 
contributed to the increased interest in female education among the Armenian 
communities of the Ottoman Empire in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624371	
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Politics 
 
Violent Radicalisation and Far-Right Extremism in Europe / Aristotle Kallis, 
Sara Zeiger & Bilgehan Ozturk 
Second Edition 
Ankara: SETA Publications, 2018 
224p. 
9789752459472 
$ 25.00 / PB 
 
Emerging trends in the European political context, including the rise of 
nativist nationalism and the emergence of hostile public discourses on 
immigration, have brought ideas traditionally attributed to the far-right into 
mainstream discussion, in the process popularising and in some cases 
‘normalising’ them in the eyes of particular audiences. Especially since the 
turn of the new millennium, the discussion on the dynamics of, and threats 
from, violent radicalisation has received considerable fresh attention since a 
series of recent terrorist attacks testified to its highly disruptive and 
destructive potential. Taken together with the appreciable rise in instances of 
hate speech and in violent incidents against vulnerable groups (Muslim, 
Jewish, Roma communities; immigrants and refugees, etc.), it is now feared 
that we may be witnessing a much broader and profound ‘reverse wave’ 
towards more intolerance, exclusion, and normalisation of violent extremism 
in contemporary societies.  
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624372	
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Russia Unfiltered / Ilayd Nijhar (Ed) Emre Erdogan 
Istanbul: Ozan Publication Ltd., 2019 
96p. 
9786057569158 
$ 22.00 / PB 
112gm 
 
For too long the press of the Western world has reinforced a negative 
narrative of Russia, it’s people and the politics surrounding the state and the 
region. This book is not an attempt to provide points of views which argue the 
state as a flawless one, nor will it side itself with one actor over the other 
within an often feverish, cold and hostile political climate. Rather, it will 
reflect on my time travelling, studying and writing about Russia and it’s 
people, expressing my infatuation and applying my own political knowledge 
to political events between the years of 2015 and 2018. Completely 
transparent and unadulterated; no agenda, no affiliation and no incentive for 
favouritism, this book will offer exactly what the title promises: an unbiased, 
unfiltered and unconventional perspective on all things Russian. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=624373	
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
	


